Name: __________________________________________________________

Junior High
Blizzard Bag #1
Class

Assignment

Theology

Spend some time in silence. Reflect on all you have in life and write a one-page prayer to
God thanking Him for all that you have. Be specific.

Science

Find out what type of biome we live in and write a one-page double spaced report about
it, including information about our climate.
You have two options, you can receive:
1. One cent on the first day, two cents on the second day, and double your salary
every day thereafter for the thirty days
2. Exactly $1,000,000. (That's one million dollars!)
You assignment:
1. Write about which option you would choose. Why would choose this option? What
would you do with the money?
2. Continue this chart to determine how much money would reason after thirty days
(using the first option).

Math
Day #

Pay for the Day

1

$0.011

$0.01

2

$0.02

$0.03

3

$0.04

$0.07

Total pay in Dollars

4

English

Spanish

Eng /Lit - Make a graphic organizer (web, outline, etc.) for a comparison/contrast paper
between 2 members of your family. Once you’re finished, choose a point by point or block
method to write a concise comparison/contrast paper. Please put in a finished form with
target areas of organization, transition use, and varied sentences.

Spanish - Choose a family member. You are to write a paragraph about your choice. You
are to list the name, age, birthday, likes, and dislikes. Also, write something about his/her
personality.

Parent
Initial

Name: __________________________________________________________

Reading

Social
Studies

Locate and define 10 unfamiliar words in a book, newspaper, magazine, online article, etc.
Make three columns on a sheet of paper. In the left column, write the word. In the middle
column, define the word using context clues – try to figure out what the word means by
reading the sentence or sentences around it. In the right column, write the meaning of the
word using a dictionary or dictionary.com.

Choose a current event on TV, the internet, or the newspaper that has to do with Federal,
local, or state government; write a summary of the article to present to the class. Must be
at least 1 paragraph (5 sentences) long, and convey to the audience what is going on.

